
The Wild is a collaboration platform for teams to

experience their work together, from anywhere, in

virtual and augmented reality.

Architecture and environmental design teams often

lose significant amounts of time aligning on work and

coordinating across different tools and platforms.

Communicating spatial ideas in 2D is often

ineffective and frustrating, especially with remote

colleagues and clients. Large files, conflicting

schedules, and endless video calls can make

collaboration hard to manage.

Problem:

With The Wild, customers can collaborate on models

in real-time with virtual and augmented reality,

providing valuable spatial context for teammates and

stakeholders to make smarter decisions faster.

Collaboration in VR/AR keeps your team's projects

moving forward by enabling you to experience and

evolve your work together in real time at human-

scale.

Solution:

“Every time I open The Wild, I am pleasantly surprised to see new

innovative features that exceed my expectations. The Wild is

providing the future of collaboration now.”

Scott Simpson, Audiovisual Consultant & Associate, PAE Engineers

“We haven't found any other platform that can allow us to be as

agile, creative, and iterative in a process as The Wild.”

Brooks Clemens, Senior Manager, Digital Activation, adidas

Core

Benefits

Experience your work at human

scale with your whole team.

Coordinate and collaborate

across project teams all in one

place. Workspaces are persistent,

accessible from anywhere, and

evolve with your project.

Coordinate and Align

Go from ideas to decisions more

efficiently. Prototype, catch

errors, and provide valuable

context for your teammates and

stakeholders. With easy-to-use

annotation tools for capturing

feedback, ideation, and real-time

or asynchronous communication,

The Wild makes it easy for your

team to do your best work

together, no matter where you

are.

Make Smarter Decision Faster

Join your team from anywhere in

the world — no headset

necessary.  Meet in VR, AR (iOS), 

 or right from your desktop

(macOS and Windows). Stay

productive while avoiding the risk

of unnecessary travel in uncertain

times.

Collaborate from Anywhere

Learn more at thewild.com and contact Emiley Oster, VP of Sales, at emiley@thewild.com.

http://thewild.com/


"The Wild is at the forefront of pushing the ability to connect users

from anywhere and collaborate in a shared environment."

Rick Kremer, Applied Software

Key

Features

Learn more at thewild.com and contact Emiley Oster, VP of Sales, at emiley@thewild.com

How it's

different

Where its primary competitors act as immersive model viewers, The Wild creates persistent, updateable,

dynamic workspaces, and is accessible from more platforms than any of its competitors.

http://thewild.com/

